ELEMENT

SUN (LIGHT)

FIRE

EARTH

MOON (AIR)

WATER

Planet

Sun, Jupiter

Marte

Saturne

Moon, Venus

Mercure

Form

Radius

Triangle

Quadrate

Shape-shifter

Circle

Color

White?,
Golden

Red

Green

Black?, Silver

Blue

Shifting

Rain ends

Fire burns

Fire start
sleeping

Earth's Water
go to Sky

Sky becomes
cloudy

Creation

Take the
Earth's Water

Says Bye to
Moon

Takes the
Rain/Snow

Brings up the
Sun

Sends Fire to
sleeping

Female

Cleverer

Hotter

Valley

From New M. Standing
to Full Moon

Male

Shinier

Shinier

Hilltop

From Full M. Moving
to Black Moon

Place, Day,
Season

East, Morning, South, Noon,
Spring
Summer

Centre,
Shifting

West, Evening, North, Night,
Autumn
Winter

Month

Before New
M.: It's B. M.

Grower Moon

Full Moon?,
Shifting

Full Moon

From Full M.
to Black Moon

Weather

Sunny

Hot

Foggy

Windy

Cloudy

Environment

Steppe

Desert

Mountains,
Earth

Windy?,
Stormy?

Jungle, Taiga,
Banks

Environment
inside

Spirit, Upper
Mind

Genders' Love, Body,
Feeling
Cleverness

Breath, Death

Vitality, Deep
Mind

Feel

Angry,
Tolerant

Joy, Hating

Meditation,
Worrying

Sad, Faith

Covardly,
Brave

Sound

Bid Sound

Laughter

Sing

Sad Cry

„Tired Breath”,
„Ugh!”

Finger

Rings' Finger

Centre Finger

Wide Finger

Showing
Finger

Small Finger

Sense of
Tongue

As the Acids

Pirule/Sensuab As the Honey
le Toxin

As the Spieces As the Salt

Sense of Body Lights

Blood's/Dange Senses of
r's feel
Tongue

Smells, Touch Sounds

Organ of Sense Eye

Tongue to feel Mouth
toxins

Skin
inside/outside

Ear

Organ inside

Liver

Heart

Lung

Renal

System of
organs, Staff

Move, Immun., Blood
Gender

Stomach

Muscles, Cells Breath, Tooth, Water, Immun.,
Move
Gender

Age and elements
Water

Sun

Fire

Earth

Moon

Womb

Baby

Adult

Parent

Old

Water is Moon-age of a person who birth the day of female/male Sun element. About own elements:

4 pillars of destiny
Solar pillar of year:
Simple elements:
Heavenly Body

Solar pillar of month:
Simple elements:
Heavenly Body

Solar pillar of day:
S. elements (Own e.):
Heavenly Body

Lunar pillar of hour:
Simple elements:
Heavenly Body

Solar pillar of year:
Zodiac Animals:
Earthly Root

Solar pillar of year:
Zodiac Animals:
Earthly Root

Solar pillar of year:
Zodiac Animals:
Earthly Root

Solar pillar of year:
Zodiac Animals:
Earthly Root

Source element

Own element

Intelligence e.

Money element

Authority

Needly goods

Me, friend, rival

Cleverness, style

Money,extras

Rules, own boss

For example:
Sun

For example:
Fire

For example:
Earth

For example:
Moon

For example:
Water

Element let not be powerful or lit let not be not powerful.
• If own element is powerful:
◦ by the power of source element: use only the authority and money elements;
◦ by the power of own element: use also money element.
• If own element is not powerful:
◦ and if you have source element: use source own and authority elements,
◦ but if you have not source element, don't use the authority element.
• If own element is to powerful, you have only own element in bodies and roots. Use the own
and source elements. And maybe the intelligence element, if it is not bad. Source and own
you can use always, if your element is to powerful.
• If own element is to powerless, you can use in many times the Intelligence, money or
authority elements. Own element is to powerless by 2 moments:
1. Source element is not bodies or roots, or if it in a body, it can not help.
2. Source or own element is not in any root.
◦ But if the helper element is not powerful, the own element is powerless and also to
powerless.
• If source element or intelligence element is to few or to much, it causes mentel problems.
You can use elements in way of that substances: Q10 coensym or Vitamin C, etc.

Elements and healing
Healing by the traditional 4 elements of Hungarians
Sky

Fire

Earth

Water

Spiritual, hynotic, etc.

Animals, burn, smoke

Plants

Water, Teas

Healing of tumors by those elements in general way
Sky

Fire

Earth

Water

Know the causer of the
illnes; Healing the soul;
saying the words of
deep sleeping

Burning leaves of
cannabis to smoke for
the sleeper patient;
Resin of bees, Toxin of
bees

Grain's germ (mainly
Helping to deep sleep
spelt's); Sorbus
by tea and turning into
aucuparia L.; Cannabis, cold watered curtain
Resin of bees; Royal
jelly (for women)

The causers
Infection in many times and sadness always.
Don't receive such substance that causes sadness also not from the doctor, however, modern
science of doctors knows and can do many things.

The words of deep sleeping
Don't worry,
You will be healed, long time liver.
I pick fire by cannabis,
Bad spirits go away,
Good spirits guard him/her,
The sick can sleep deeply.

Some substances against (some?) tumor
Grain's germ: to mill, then with water or milk of horse or whey of milk of horse.
Sorbus acuparia L.: marmalade that is drink, then vinegar by marmalade. That vinegar with spelt's
germ, to heal the way of „yellow water” from renal to outside.
Cannabis: good for healing of many illness. Underwear by cannabis is good against tumor of skin
and allergy. Cannabis as smoke is good against illnesses of the way of air in body. Smoke and tea
against astma.
Resin of bees: milling into teas/alcoholic drinks or making unction/squash. Squash=Pulp.
Resin of bees with toxin of bees and with royal jelly: against illnesses of women. Against tumor of
womb by eating and by „going inside little gate of womb in „traditional” way” with many other
substances Sorry, it is the not high knowledge of English words. The substances: resin of bees (10%
), tisane of cannabis (20%), Matricaria recutita (20%), Equisetum arvense (10%), Rubus-leaf (10%),
Valeriana officinialis (10%), Calendula officinalis (10%). If blood is out: tannin (it is acid), Viscum
album (it is dangerous for antidepressant-consumers and arduous mothers and children), split of
Quercus. Split of Querqus is good against inflammation. Let the liquor be tepid. Orgasm needs, too.
The second type of the wash out in this way is by milk of horse or milk of human.
Don't eat/drink egg/meat/milk of joyless animal, or becaming suffering of tumor.
Don't have negative feels and feelings. Want to live (but don't be covardly).
Making smoke: candle under vessel of dry leaves of cannabis.
Germ of spelt: Make squash by refracting and cook it. Or: making with Moon on board. In Full
Moon Time dry and mill it and give it in time of weeks to the sick mixed with water.
Preventive foods: garlic, tomato, asparagus, pepper, red wine, pollen, honey, fish, pasty animals.
Pasty animals against bad feeling. Such animal for example a caterpillar.

5 elements' system (very reconstruction; Is it twin of 4 e.'s system?)
Too powerful Earth or Fire causes illnesses of modern civilisation. Antioxidants are very imortant
against the to powerful Earth or Fire. And Omega 3. Omega 6 is from plants, make the
inflammations against wounds, and omega 6 form fishes is good against inflammations.

Element

Fire

Earth

Creature

Animals

Plants

Subtsance

Meat, Fat

Sugar

Illnes

Overweight, Diabetes, Some
tumors

Tumor

Illnes by

Fire by Earth

By Earth

To many sugar without vegetables or outside vegetables cause overwight, diabetes.
Energy: by sugar and mainly fat.
NO BELIEVE. SEARCH IS IMPORTANT. Then you could think about elements or other things.

Uniting of 5 elements
Male Sun

+ Female Earth

: Earth

: Sunset?

Female Sun

+ Male Moon

: Moon

: Solar eclipse?

Male Fire

+ Female Moon

: Water

: Storm?

Female Fire

+ Male Water

: Sun

: Making love?

Male Earth

+ Female Water

: Fire

: Shine of snowy top in morning?

Elements and soul
THE 4 ELEMENTS IN THE WAY OF THE SUN
Morning

Noon

Evening

Night

East

South

West

North

Air

Fire

Earth

Water

In the darkness you can not see. Seeing is the most important sense. Who is sleeping or stupored or
dead, he or she can not sense you, but who is sleeping or stupored, he or she live. So, soul of life,
spirit, resurection exalt. Resurection exalts as geting up. But really exalts souls, tas breath and
spirit? Visions could not be to strong arfuments. Only flying, at least other perspecitves?
THE HUNGARIAN 5 ELEMENTS AND THE LIFE
Upper mind,
Spirit

Love,
Hating

Body

Breath

Vitality,
Deep mind

Sun=Light

Fire

Earth

Moon=Air

Water

Elements, philosopies, counties
Water

Sun

Fire

Earth

Moon

Provider

Ethic

Loves's ideologist

Convergent

Faith

Whimsical

Selfish

Hating's ideolog.

Hard-shell

Insensitive?/To s.?

Pine-wood,
Jungle

Steppe

Mediterran, Desert

Mountains

Stormy?/ Windy
places?

Counties' philosophy from France through Russia to Northern America,
that is tropical philosophy, too
That philosophy is had without main ideologists by mainly counties of Sun and Water.
IT IS A PHILOSOPHY OF:
Liberty

Equality

Brotherhood

No libertanism

No uniformism

No racism

Own think

Work's honour

One another's help

Thinks' mean

Words' mean

Acts' mean

No steal

No lye

No murder

Redeem

Punishment

Forgive

Happyness

Attention

Peace
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